
Chemistry 231 Sec 04 CRN 10251   Organic Chemistry  Fall 2016 
Schedule: Mon.-Wed.-Friday 2:00pm – 2:50pm,     SSMB 129 
 
Instructor: Dr. Neal Tonks  Office:  106 New Science Center 
Phone:  (843) 953-7543  Email:  tonksn@CofC.edu 
 
Office Hours: Mon. 12:00-13:00, Tues. 11:00 – 11:50 Wed./Fri. 1:00-1:50, or by appointment 

Student Learning Outcomes:  The first course in the yearlong organic chemistry sequence will 
culminate with the students mastering a broad range of learning objectives including the ability to:  
• Demonstrate basic communication skills within organic chemistry for example structure, 

nomenclature, mechanisms, reaction schemes 

• Define and use fundamental concepts associated with physical organic chemistry  

• Use foundational skills of organic reactions to predict organic reaction outcomes 

Class General Objectives:  While there are specific technical objectives for this class, there are also 
additional goals that need to be addressed.  This course is part of a larger educational experience, and as 
such we will attempt to align the course with the overall vision for the college, as stated in the core 
purpose and values of the College:   

To pursue and share knowledge through study, inquiry and creation in order to empower the individual 
and enrich society.  

Values 

EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE that furthers intellectual, creative, ethical and social development 
through a broad range of programs centered on the liberal arts and sciences.  

STUDENT-FOCUSED COMMUNITY that embraces mutual respect, collaboration and diversity for the 
welfare of the individual and the institution.  

THE HISTORY, TRADITIONS AND ENVIRONMENT OF CHARLESTON AND THE 
LOWCOUNTRY that foster distinctive opportunities and relationships that advance our public mission in 
the city of Charleston, state of South Carolina, and the world.  

Everyone in this class should acquire a sufficient understanding of organic chemistry to allow success in 
higher level classes in biochemistry and molecular biology. Chemistry builds on itself as the course 
progresses and it is very important to keep up with the material.  It is expected that for every hour spent in 
lecture that you will spend a minimum of 3 hours of study. The instructor is here to explain the material 
and help you to the best his time and ability allows. However, the burden of learning is upon you, the 
student. In order to succeed active participation in learning is the key, so prepare for class every day.  A 
table of Homework Assignments designed to let you know what topics will be discussed each day and 
where that material is in the text book will be distributed as well as posted on OAKS.  Reading ahead to 
be ready for the class discussions will improve your grade for the same effort.  You will be asked to 
participate in the discussions each day.  You are always encouraged to ask questions and contribute ideas 
to class.   

Honor Code: Lying, cheating, attempted cheating, and plagiarism are violations of our Honor Code that, 
when identified, are investigated.  Each incident will be examined to determine the degree of deception 
involved. 

Incidents where the instructor determines the student’s actions are related more to a misunderstanding 
will handled by the instructor.  A written intervention designed to help prevent the student from repeating 
the error will be given to the student.  The intervention, submitted by form and signed both by the 
instructor and the student, will be forwarded to the Dean of Students and placed in the student’s file.    



Cases of suspected academic dishonesty will be reported directly by the instructor and/or others having 
knowledge of the incident to the Dean of Students.  A student found responsible by the Honor Board for 
academic dishonesty will receive a XF in the course, indicating failure of the course due to academic 
dishonesty.  This grade will appear on the student’s transcript for two years after which the student may 
petition for the X to be expunged.  The student may also be placed on disciplinary probation, suspended 
(temporary removal) or expelled (permanent removal) from the College by the Honor Board.  

Students should be aware that unauthorized collaboration--working together without permission-- is a 
form of cheating.  Unless the instructor specifies that students can work together on an assignment, quiz 
and/or test, no collaboration during the completion of the assignment is permitted.   Other forms of 
cheating include possessing or using an unauthorized study aid (which could include accessing 
information via a cell phone or computer), copying from others’ exams, fabricating data, and giving 
unauthorized assistance. 

Research conducted and/or papers written for other classes cannot be used in whole or in part for any 
assignment in this class without obtaining prior permission from the instructor.   

Attendance Policy:  Attendance is expected at all classes. Students are responsible for all information 
presented in class. It is imperative that you attend class and also to arrive promptly. If you arrive late for a 
quiz, test, or the final exam, instructions will not be repeated nor will you receive additional time to 
complete the assignment. Any work missed will be given a zero and averaged into the final grade.     

Please note that an Absence Memorandum from the Office of Undergraduate Studies only verifies your 
documentation for missing a class. It does not entitle you to make up or be excused from any work, 
assignment, quiz, or test. You should obtain notes from a classmate, read the associated material in the 
text, and then come ask me questions.  

Co-requisites and Prerequisites:  Chemistry112 and the associated labs are prerequisites of this course, 
and chemistry 231L is a co-requisite for Chemistry 231.    If you are repeating the lecture or lab and do 
not need to repeat the co-requisite course you must remedy this with the department chair before the close 
of Drop/Add. The last day to Drop/Add is 8/29 at 5:00 p.m. 

Texts: Organic Chemistry, 10th Edition, Carey and Giuliano. The ISBN for the combination packet with 
the hard cover book, solutions manual, and Connect access card is ISBN 9781260028355.  The ISBN for 
the combination packet with the hard cover book, and Connect access card (no solutions manual) is ISBN 
9781260028362. 

OAKS:  Course material, study tools, on-line homework, and additional information will be provided for 
students on OAKS. You can access OAKS through the College of Charleston MyCharleston website. Go 
to https://my.cofc.edu/cp/home/displaylogin, login into MyCharleston using your system login ID and 
password.  Once you are in the “MyCharleston system, click on OAKS icon at the top of the page, and 
you will be taken to the OAKS site.  The course material will be under the Student tab for myCourses.   



Grading 

All grading will be assigned on a points scale: 

Tests  - 4 total   150 pt each 600 
In class and take home quizzes 10 to 25 points each 150 
Final Exam -  ACS standardized 250 pt 250 
Total  1000 
   
Grading Scale: 

 A  920-1000 C 720-749 

A-  890-919  C- 690-719  

B+  860-889  D+ 660-689  

B  810-859  D 620-659  

B- 780-809  D- 600-619  

C+ 750-779  F Below 600  
 
Tests: There will be four chapter tests over the material from the lectures and the text.  If you need to be 
out of town on official College of Charleston business, tests may be taken ahead of time if prior approval 
is obtained. Each test will be worth a potential 150 points towards the final grade.  Your lowest test grade 
percentage will be replaced by your final exam grade percentage if it is higher than your test grade (e.g. if 
you miss a test it is a zero and in its place the grade for the final exam will be used). Practice tests will be 
posted on OAKS at least the week prior to the test date. 

Final: The Final Exam will be a cumulative 110 minute multiple choice American Chemical Society 
Standardized test.   Material from the laboratory course may also be included. The exam was written by a 
board of chemistry professors who are members of the American Chemical Society.   Absence from the 
final exam will result in the grade of "X" being assigned which converts to an "F" within 48 hours unless 
an excused absence has been granted by the dean in the Office of Undergraduate Studies. Requests for an 
alternate final exam time must be processed through the Office of Undergraduate Studies no later than 5 
p.m. on the last day of class.  If you arrive late to the final examination you will be required to have an 
admission slip from the Dean of Undergraduate Studies.   The final will be held on Wednesday 
December 14th from 12:00-14:00 in SSMB 129 (last day of exams) 

Homework:  One of the keys to succeeding in organic for most students is working many, many 
problems to test your knowledge of theory.  There are two sources of homework problems, those in the 
book and those in the on-line CONNCET program.  These problems are assigned from out of the text or 
from the supplemental materials, and are for your benefit.   The text book problems are broken down as 
in-chapter and end of chapter.  The in-chapter problems should be attempted as you are reading, the 
selected end of chapter problems should be attempted after covering the material in class. While the 
homework assignments will not be collected and graded the tests will be partially drawn from these 
problems.   A separate schedule of reading and problem assignments will be provided.   Class preparation 
includes both reading and practice exercises from the text.   Get help during office hours if you do not 
understand the solution to a homework problem. In addition to the in-chapter and end of chapter problems 
in the book we will be using an online homework site from McGraw Hill called CONNECT.  To reward 
you for doing the on-line homework the percentage completion of the on-line CONNECT modules will 
count towards any test bonus you may receive.  The percentage homework completed for all chapters 
covered on a test may be worth up to 10 points on a test if all homework is done.    



The LearnSmart modules in CONNECT will be available for all students to try.  They are effectively an 
organized way to go through the reading in a systematic manner as a review.  The modules are set up so 
that once you have read the material it should only take 40 minutes to complete the LearnSmart modules.  
The student registration info for this course with LearnSmart and LearnSmart Prep is as follows: 

Section: chem 231 fall 2016 2:00-2:50 

Registration dates: 08/17/16 - 09/23/16 

Section web address https://connect.mheducation.com/class/tonks-chem-231-sec-04-fall-16 

Final Grades:  FERPA (The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act) prevents me from posting 
grades and from emailing you or telling you your grade over the phone. You may consult Cougar Trail to 
obtain your final grade. 

Snap Students:  The College will make reasonable accommodations for persons with documented 
disabilities.  Students should apply for services at the Center for Disability Services/SNAP located on the 
first floor of the Lightsey Center, Suite 104.  Students approved for accommodations are responsible for 
notifying me as soon as possible and for contacting me one week before accommodation is needed. 

Electronics Device Policy: Devices whose usage is prohibited in class at any time are: pagers, cell 
phones, radios, TV, CD, DVD, and MP3 players and similar devices. Devices that are allowed to be used 
at certain times during class, except during tests, exams and quizzes are laptops, handheld computers, 
PDAs, electronic pens, calculators, and similar devices. The sound must be off unless otherwise specified 
by the instructor. During tests, exams, and quizzes no electronic devices are allowed to be on or in sight, 
unless allowed by the instructor.  

Email: Email is considered an official method for communication at the College of Charleston. Official 
College of Charleston email accounts are automatically assigned to all students upon acceptance at the 
College.  If a student wishes to have email redirected from their official college issued account to another 
email address, they may do so, but at their own risk. Having email redirected does not absolve the student 
from the responsibilities associated with official communication sent to his or her College account. 
Students are expected to check their College of Charleston official email on a frequent and consistent 
basis in order to remain informed of College related communications. Checking email on a daily basis is 
recommended. 

Chemistry 231 Class, Reading and Homework schedule.  

The following schedule will be followed as far as test and assignment dates are concerned.  The lecture 
content, pre-work reading and homework assignments are tentative, and are based on a plan to get 
through the required material in the semester. 

It is vital that the reading assignments are completed before the in class discussion of the material to 
ensure that everyone is aware of the complexity of the material and are ready to ask questions about the 
material that is unclear.  The recommended homework questions and problems will not be collected for 
grading unless there is a clear disconnect between the questions asked in class and the results of the in 
class quizzes.  It is important that you work through the problems to ensure that a good understanding of 
the theory has been gained, as this course’s tests will be in a large part problem based.  If individuals are 
having trouble with certain aspects of the material they can request additional help from me during class 
or during office hours. 



 

 
date In-class 

discussion 
Objectives Reading/ 

online HW 
assignments 

End of Chapter Problems 

8/24 Chap 1  Bonding, Lewis structures and 
other representations, and class 
overview  

Chap 1  

8/26 Chap 1 Lewis structures, geometry and 
dipoles 

  

8/29 Chap 1 Last day Drop/add. Curved 
arrow and resonance 
introduction 

Chap 2  

8/31 Chap 1 Acids and bases, and equilibria  1.41, 44, 46-55, 57,58,60-67, 
69-74 

9/2 Chap 2 Bonding theory VSEPR and MO OL HW 1  
9/5 Chap 2  IUPAC naming and intro to 

functional groups 
Chap 14.1, 
20-22, 24-25 

 

9/7 Chap 2/14 Functional groups and IR OL HW 2 2.23-37, 41-53 
9/9 Chap 14 MS  Chap 3  
9/12 Chap 14,3 IR and MS combined analysis, 

start conformational analysis. 
OAKS HW 
14 

 

9/14 Chap 3 Conformational analysis of 
cyclics, other molecular 
representations 

  

9/16 Chap 3 Substituted cyclohexanes and 
catch up 

OL HW 3 3.20-29, 31-42, 45-53 

9/19 Chap 4 Chirality and optical activity   
9/21 Test 1 Test over Chap. 1-3, 14 IR, MS Chap 4  
9/23 Chap 4 RS system and Fischer 

projections 
  

9/26 Chap 4 Multiple chiral centers Chap 5 4.26-31,33-50 
9/28 Chap 5 Alcohols and alkyl halides OL HW 4  
9/30 Chap 5 SN1 reactions and carbocations   
10/3 Chap 5 SN2 reactions and mechanisms Chap 6  
10/5 Chap 6 Factors in substitution reactions OL HW 5 5.19-20,23-31,33-39,41-52 
10/7 Chap 6 Factors in substitution reactions   
10/10 Chap 6 Introduction to retrosynthesis 

and other issues 
OL HW 6 6.19-23,25-28,32-39,41-46 

10/12 Chap 7 Alkenes, naming, and 
preparation 

  

10/14 Test 2 Chap. 4-6 Chap 7  
10/17 Chap 7 E1 and E2 reactions – Zaitsev   
10/19 Chap 7 Other issues with elimination 

reactions 
Chap 8  

10/21 Chap 8 Addition reactions to alkenes. 
Mid-term grades available. 

OL HW 7 7.31-35,39-43,45-53,55-65 

10/24 Chap 8 Hydroboration and 
oxymercuration 

  

10/26 Chap 8 Halogens, halohydrins, and 
ozone. Last day to withdraw 
with a W 10/27 

Chap 9  

10/28 Chap 9 Alkyne formation and pKa 
issues 

OL HW 8 8.25-36,38,41-43,46-50,64-74 



10/31 Chap 9 Alkyne additions Chap 10  
11/2 Chap 10 Chlorination/bromination OL HW 9 9.16-17,20-31,33-42 
11/4 Chap 10 Radical addition of HBr and 

polymerization 
OL HW 10 10.16-33 

11/7 Fall break    
11/9 Chap 11 Allyl groups and bonding in 

dienes, conjugation 
  

11/11 Test 3   Chap 11  
11/14 Chap 11 NBS and Diels Alder   
11/16 Chap 11 MO theory, Diels Alder and 

rearrangements 
Chap 12  

11/18 Chap 12 Benzene and aromaticity OL HW 11 11.26-27,29-31,33-44,46-
47,49-52 

11/21 Chap 12 Benzylic reactions and 
heterocyclic aromatics 

  

11/23  Thanksgiving 11/23-11/25 Chap 13  
11/28 Chap 13 EAS reactions of benzene OL HW 12 12.33-36,41-57,61,63-66 
11/30 Chap 13 Substituent effects in EAS 

reactions 
  

12/2 Chap 13 NAS: SNAR and Benzyne OL HW 13 13.33-40,42-43,48-55,57,59-
63 

12/5 Test 4 Last day of class   
     
12/14 Final 12:00-2:00  ACS developed 110 minutes 

70 question test 
 


